Liberty Alliance Newsletter, April 2008

Are you able to view the links below? If not, please contact Dervla O'Reilly, dervla@projectliberty.org

Please feel free to forward this file to your colleagues. If they don’t have a member user account, it’s easy to create one at https://maa.projectliberty.org/pub/register

FEATURES THIS MONTH
New Case Study from EBIDS
Adoption – recent deployments of Liberty-based solutions
Upcoming Events
Webcasts
Recent Liberty Alliance related speaking events
Media: Press Releases
Media: In The News

Case Study
EBIDS – read more on this new case study

We welcome any new case studies and will post to our public site. Please feel free submit any new whitepapers to Dervla O'Reilly, dervla@projectliberty.org

Adoption – organizations across the globe recently deploy Liberty-based solutions:
HR – ADP
Commercial IT – Arcot
Telecom – BT
Real Estate – eLynx
Entertainment & News - Globo.com
Commercial IT - Lombardi Teamworks
Commercial IT - Mutifactor Corporation

Upcoming Events – all upcoming Liberty-related events; conferences, trade events, webcasts, and more.

- **TowerGroup Pre-Conference Workshop on Identity Assurance: Credential and Assurance Programs for Financial Services Identity Assurance Success, May 28, 2008, 13:00-17:00**: This workshop, sponsored by the Liberty Alliance, will provide attendees with a solid understanding of Identity Assurance work underway in the marketplace, tangible guidance on what other institutions are doing, and a blueprint for how to get involved. For Liberty Alliance attendees who would like to attend the TowerGroup Conference from May 29-30, TowerGroup is pleased to offer a discounted registration price for qualifying financial institutions and $1,395 (normal price $1,495) for non-qualifying attendees. [Conference Registration](#) is now open.

- **ePortfolio and Digital Identity, May 5-7, 2008, Montréal, Canada**: University Concordia welcomes *ePortfolio and Digital Identity*, the first conference whose objective is to explore how digital technology, especially ePortfolios, play a role in the construction of one's extended physical and digital identity. In a context of mobility, ambient intelligence and increasingly complex and evolving digital value chains, the individual becomes the central point of convergence for digital networks and services. Digital Identities, their nature, construction, assertion, negotiation, defence and exploitation, is therefore one of the most challenging issues of the coming years. The 'ePortfolio & Digital Identity' conference focuses on the opportunities that digital identities provide for individuals and organizations, exploring identity as a resource, a means for individuals to control their life and, for organizations a source of innovation and value creation, in particular in the field of education and employability. The conference is organised by Liberty Alliance member company EIfEL in partnership with the Centre for the Study of Learning and Performance of University Concordia. The event is supported by Liberty Alliance, HR-XML, le Centre de Recherche Informatique de Montréal (CRIM), and sponsored by Winvision.

EIfEL is pleased to offer members the same discount as for its own members. Please contact [angela.harrison@eife-l.org](mailto:angela.harrison@eife-l.org) for the discount code (please mention Liberty Alliance membership discount in the mail).
• **TEG Face-to-Face Meeting** – the next TEG Face-to-Face meeting will take place May 7-9. This meeting is kindly hosted by AOL. Please contact Joni Brennan, joni@projectliberty.org for specific meeting details and agenda.

**Webcasts**
Privacy webcast series - a three-week series is designed to highlight some of the privacy issues and potential solutions facing the industry.


**Zero Day Threat**, May 7, 8am PT, presented by Byron Acohido and Jon Swartz, technology editors with USA Today. Byron and Swartz were recently awarded **2008 Excellence in Financial Journalism Awards** for their newspaper stories about data theft and identity fraud by The New York State Society of Certified Public Accountants. Read **further details** on the award.

**Recent Liberty Alliance related speaking events**
• **Identity Federation & Web Services: Starting Today, Enabling Tomorrow at RSA Conference, April 7** – this workshop featured presentations from CA, Intel, NTT, Ping Identity, and RSA, with topics ranging from case studies to emerging technologies, providing a well-rounded exposure to the business issues Liberty's technologies address and the returns organizations are realizing. Review **presentation materials online**

• **Concordia Workshop at RSA Conference, April 7** – this workshop showed high-priority Concordia scenarios demonstrating interoperability - provided by FuGen Solutions, Internet2, Microsoft, Oracle Corporation, Ping Identity, Sun Microsystems & Symlabs. Review **notes** online

• **Driving Trusted Federations with Standardized Identity Assurance Criteria at RSA Conference, April 9, presented by** Roger Sullivan President of Liberty Alliance, and VP Oracle Identity Management, Oracle Corporation; Jane Hennessy Senior Vice President, Strategy/Cross-Sell and Marketing, International Personal Banking and WellsSecure, International Group, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A.; Alexander Popowycz Vice President Information Security, Fidelity Investments; Myisha Frazier-McElveen E-Authentication Solutions, US GSA; Søren Peter Nielsen IT Architect, Chief Consultant, Danish National IT and Telecom Agency

**Media: Press Releases**
**Privacy in an Online, Web 2.0 World Focus of New Liberty Alliance Webcast Series**, April 2, 2008
**Liberty Alliance Privacy in an Online, Web 2.0 World Webcast Series Launches April 16**, April 15, 2008
**Liberty Alliance Privacy in an Online, Web 2.0 World Webcast Series Continues April 23**, April 21, 2008

If you have a newsworthy press release idea or great deployment story, please contact Russ DeVeau at russ@projectliberty.org

**Media: In The News**
**Anthony Doesburg: Bringing government services to the iPod generation**, April 14, 2008 – New Zealand Herald